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The recent elections represented the high point in Internet campaigning, as 
an online presence was a crucial element in most campaigns. The Obama 
campaign gets the most publicity, and deservedly so, for its innovative 
online efforts in fundraising, communicating and organizing. But 
throughout the entire country the Internet was an important ingredient of 
political campaigns, from congress to county judge, from the governor’s 
mansion to the local firehouse.

With this vast diffusion of campaign websites in mind, we’ve examined 
several local campaign sites to assess how they were used and to what 
degree of effectiveness. We’ve also spoken to some local politicos to gather 
further insight into the prevalence of digital tools in campaigns, and what 
the future may hold in that regard. 

STATE OF THE INTERNET CAMPAIGN, 2008

Campaigns have been using the Internet since the late 1990s, with varying 
amounts of effort and success. Fundraising was the primary early use, but as 
the sophistication of online tools has advanced, so has the manner in which 
candidates take advantage of the Internet.

The Obama campaign for president certainly did revolutionize the use of digital 
technologies toward getting a major candidate elected. Over $500 million was 
donated online to the campaign, from 3 million donors, with an average online 
donation of $80. But it wasn’t just the money element that was amazing; the 
sheer numbers of citizens using digital media to engage with the campaign was 
staggering. The campaign e-mail list included over 13 million addresses. Almost 
a million people were part of the Obama text messaging program (Vargas, 2008). 
The campaign used the Internet to coordinate events, and post blog entries and 
videos. The campaign brought in veterans from the Howard Dean campaign to 
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head up the online efforts, as well as the founder of Facebook to manage  
the Obama profile within online communities and social networks. In total,  
this focus on digital technology was not only overwhelming, it also represented 
a significant allocation of resources toward the Internet as a central element of  
a campaign. 

In Kansas, a political novice used the Internet to raise nearly $100,000 in his 
bid for the state legislature. Sean Tevis posted comics on his site to help get 
his name out and build support, and it worked. During the campaign, Tevis 
had over 5,000 donors; the previous record for number of donors for a Kansas 
legislative race was 644 (Carter, 2008). Eventually, Tevis lost by a roughly 400 
votes, but his creative use of the Internet is a clear indication of how online 
resources can transform even the lowest level campaigns. Ironically, the Internet 
may have also played a role in his defeat; his opponent sent out a mailer with 
embarrassing photos of Tevis gathered from, you guessed it, online social 
networks Flickr and Facebook.

Also in November a Dartmouth junior beat a three-term incumbent for the job 
of County Treasurer in Grafton County, New Hampshire. Vanessa Sievers won 
the close race after buying a $50 ad on Facebook to target voters at Dartmouth 
and Plymouth State University. Her opponent, Carol Elliott, referred to Sievers 
as a “teenybopper” and after the campaign said her loss was attributed to 
“brainwashed college kids.” Sievers simply responded that she “took advantage 
of new media” and that her opponent didn’t (Zezima, 2008).

Closer to home, Darcy Burner’s campaign for Washington’s 8th Congressional 
seat was largely fueled by an active Internet presence. Her ties to the “netroots”, 
online liberal activists using technology to energize the base and promote 
candidates, led to growth in her name recognition and campaign bank account. 
Dean Nielsen, the regional director of Progressive Majority and an adviser to 
the Burner campaign, said that Burner raised nearly $750,000 of her cash from 
smaller online donors and through Act Blue, which bills itself as “the online 
clearinghouse for Democratic action” and which raises money for progressive 
candidates at all levels throughout the country. Her opponent, incumbent 
congressman Dave Reichert, tried to use Burner’s cozy relationship with the 
bloggers against her, claiming that she cared more about their liberal issues than 
the interests of actual citizens in the district. 

Reichert retained his seat, but it was a late-campaign news story about Burner’s 
educational background that might have tipped the election to Reichert. The 
Seattle Times reported that Burner didn’t have an economics degree from 
Harvard as she’d stated at times during the campaign; Burner responded that 
her degree included elements of economics and that she had been representing 
herself accurately. The damage was done, however, as the story went viral, 
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circulating rapidly online and severely wounding her momentum. The Burner 
loss still smarts for Nielsen, who says the Times reporter is a conservative 
evangelical Christian who had a political motive in what he calls unfair 
coverage of the race (interview, November, 2008). He points out that Reichert 
has his own college degree issues that weren’t given equal play by the press; 
Reichert’s resume and campaign claim a Bachelor’s degree when he really only 
has a Associate of Arts diploma. Both Burner and Reichert’s websites were 
excellent, and are examined more closely later in this report.

Scott White, who captured an open legislative seat in north Seattle’s 46th 
district, also recognizes the importance of the Internet is campaigns. While 
his website, like most candidate sites in less-prominent races, is pretty static, 
he nonetheless gave it considerable thought in his approach to the campaign. 
White analyzed almost 20 campaign sites to see elements he liked or thought 
would be good for his online presence. Then he turned to a local company to 
help him create a cost-efficient site. White says that his television ad might 
have been the most effective way to get his name out due to an affordable 
zoned purchase that perfectly targeted his district. But he also put the ad on his 
site and on Facebook to reach out to more potential voters. White also had an 
active e-mail list of roughly 1,600 addresses to which he sent regular updates 
(interview, December, 2008).

Political consultant Michael Grossman is a major proponent of incorporating 
digital tools in his campaigns. He feels that he’d be doing his clients a disservice 
if he weren’t using these modern communications methods. “Not having an 
effective Internet presence is like being a boxer without a left arm… you can still 
win the fight, but it’s going to be difficult,” he says (interview, December, 2008).

Grossman, who’s firm FiftyPlusOne opened in 1994 and manages campaigns 
mainly in the western states, saw first-hand the power of the Internet while 
working on a Seattle City Council race in 2003. His site, Rate Hike Heidi, is 
believed to have been a significant factor is David Della’s successful challenge 
of one-term councilmember Heidi Wills. The site, which won an award, 
humorously blamed Wills for increasing light bills as chair of the Energy 
Committee. Grossman says the website defined the entire race, and garnered 
over 2,000 hits in the first few days, a fairly large number at that point in time. 

“The only limitation of digital tools is our own creativity in how to use them,” 
he says. Grossman is a firm believer in having a “dynamic” website that is 
updated often and has interactive features. Online fundraising and e-mail lists 
lead to instantaneous and valuable response. He says that web videos are great 
and help personalize the candidate. Blogs can be very effective, but he warns 
that you need the commitment of the candidate and staff. “The first rule of 
blogging is that you have to actually blog,” he says.
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WEBSITE EXAMINATION

We evaluated 17 campaign websites, covering a variety of races from King 
county Superior Court all the way to President of the United States. Some of 
our criteria in reviewing the sites are based upon the web campaign practices 
outlined in Foot and Schneider’s 2006 book Web Campaigning. The general 
practices related to campaign sites are:

INFORMATION: including biography, issue positions, press releases, 
speeches, comparison to opponent(s), and campaign news, ads and blogs

INVOLVEMENT: including how to donate and volunteer, 
events, e-mail, forums, blogs, calendars and polls

CONNECTION: including links to other websites, 
endorsements, and use of social media

MOBILIZATION: including organizing house parties, 
material distribution and writing letters to the editor

We gauged the campaign usage of these various elements, and also applied 
subjective opinion regarding the campaigns’ incorporation of an effective web 
approach. Below are our key findings:

website caused a candidate to win or lose an election. 

those evaluated. His use of the Internet, including social media, 
has been considered a key factor in his winning the youth vote. 
As a result, we can conclude that while a campaign website 
may not make or break every campaign, we may see it have 
rising importance as we move forward in campaigning. 

each candidate at least had a presence online. 

level. At that point we begin to see dynamic sites that appear to 
have been built by a high-level web design company. In races below 
Governor, the sites appear to have been built by campaign volunteers. 

not necessarily have had to spend more to make their sites better. 

the poorly performing sites were missing was content.
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CANDIDATE LEVEL
 
POSITION INFORMING

 
INVOLVING

 
CONNECTING

 
MOBILIZING

DYNAMIC/
STATIC WON/LOST

Obama National President Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Dynamic Won 

McCain National President Excellent Moderate Moderate Excellent Dynamic Lost 

Burner Federal House Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Dynamic Lost 

Reichert Federal House Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Dynamic Won 

Gregoire State Governor Excellent Moderate Moderate Excellent Dynamic Won 

Reed State Sec. State Moderate Moderate Poor Poor Static Won 

McIntire State Treasurer Moderate Moderate Poor Poor Static Won 

McKenna State AG Excellent Moderate Poor Poor Static Won 

Ladenberg State AG Moderate Poor Poor Poor Static Lost 

Dorn State SPI Excellent Moderate Poor Poor Static Won 

Bergeson State SPI Moderate Moderate Poor Poor Static Lost 

Kreidler State Insurance Moderate Moderate Moderate Poor Static Won 

Adams State Insurance Poor Poor Poor Poor Static Lost 

Bradshaw County Judicial Moderate Moderate Poor Poor Static Won 

Parisian County Judicial Moderate Moderate Poor Poor Static Lost 

Rietschel County Judicial Moderate Moderate Poor Poor Static Won 

White Local House Moderate Moderate Poor Poor Static Won

Our most notable conclusion is that a website did not win or lose a campaign. 
Online presence is clearly important, but the primary factor in determining 
election results appears to still be political opinions in the region, and grass  
roots efforts to spread the word. We may see changes in the quality of website in 
the future.

Following are the sites we evaluated, and how they line up in terms of effective 
campaign website practices:
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THE NEW GOLD STANDARD | BARACK OBAMA

Barack Obama truly took web campaigning to another level. His site was user 
friendly, dynamic, visually appealing, and satisfied 25 of Foot and Schneider’s 
36 criteria of a successful campaign website. His use of social media was 
groundbreaking, offering clear links to his pages to anywhere from Facebook 
and MySpace to lesser known MiGente, AsianAve and Glee. His page opens 
with a splash page seeking donations, and the user has to actively click to “skip 
donation, go to website.” Users could sign up to receive text alerts, download an 
iPhone application, blog, buy merchandise, and create their own MyBO account 
in order to manage their own local efforts to fundraise and promote Barack 
Obama. There is very little more a user could ask for from this site, and it gets  
our highest rating. 

EXCELLENT, DYNAMIC SITES | CHRIS GREGOIRE, DARCY BURNER, JOHN MCCAIN

John McCain’s site offers many of the same capabilities Obama’s does, but does 
not offer as many links to social media sites. It appears that McCain’s camp was 
intent on creating a website that offered everything a user might want, but did 
not break any ground with use of the Internet. 

Despite losing the election, Darcy Burner had an excellent site. Like Obama, 
Burner enabled a feature to manage the events volunteers would be attending. 
Users received a login, and accessed a calendar of their own events. The site 
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also connected to several social networking sites, offered in-page video, and 
the opportunity to subscribe to RSS feeds on several areas of her site, such as a 
campaign log or recent news.

Chris Gregoire’s website was very professionally done. The dynamic header 
offered a great visual experience, she linked to social networking sites, and offered 
a similar capability as Darcy Burner where users could create their own webpage 
to promote Gregoire and share it with family and friends. Gregoire also very 
effectively used photos across her site, and a great search tool to find local events.

MODERATE/EFFECTIVE SITES

The bulk of the websites we evaluated fall into this category. They were static 
sites that offered basic functions, but did not go out of their way to link to 
social networking sites, offer the opportunity to connect with friends or have 
the appearance of a professionally done website. Some of the below sites lost 
credibility by employing kitschy designs, such as the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction sites which used an apple or notebook theme.

A few examples of moderate sites are: Terry Bergeson, Randy Dorn  
and Jean Reitschel. 
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POOR SITES | JOHN R. ADAMS

Adams had a website, but didn’t put too much effort into it. It appears to have 
been built with a software template, and really just offers a biography, a chance 
to contribute, and contact information. With that said, this race appears to be 
one in which the candidate was merely running so that the incumbent had an 
opponent. Evaluations of this race concluded early that Kreidler would retain 
his seat and would face only token opposition.

WEBSITE FEATURE ANALYSIS

Some notable statistics regarding campaign usage of the website features:

94% provided email addresses, those that didn’t  
had a form to submit email. 

71% provided issues/positions. 

12% linked to social media sites. 

12% provided speech texts 

59% offered to sign up for an email list

Below is a detailed breakdown:
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FEATURE YES     NO      TOTAL % YES
BIOGRAPHY 17  17 100%

CONTACT INFO  17  17 100% 
OTHER THAN EMAIL

EMAIL ADDRESS 16 1 17 94%

CAMPAIGN NEWS 15 2 17 88%

DONATION INFO 15 2 17 88%

ENDORSEMENTS 15 2 17 88%

PRESS RELEASES 15 2 17 88%

VOLUNTEER SIGNUP 15 2 17 88%

ISSUE POSITIONS 12 5 17 71%

OFFLINE DISTRIBUTION OF 11 6 17 65% 
MATERIALS !LIKE YARD SIGNS"

EMAIL LIST SIGNUP 10 7 17 59%

CAMPAIGN ADS 9 8 17 53%

LINK TO ANY OTHER WEBSITE 7 10 17 41%

OTHER? 7 44 17 41%

CAMPAIGN CALENDAR 6 11 17 35%

HOUSE PARTIES 6 11 17 35%

VOTER REGISTRATION 5 12 17 29%

CAMPAIGN BLOG 4 13 17 24%

PARTY AFFILIATION CLEAR 4 13 17 24%

“SEND” LISTS 3 14 17 18%

SEND LETTERS TO EDITOR 3 14 17 18%

LINK TO ANY OTHER SOCIAL 2 15 17 12% 
MEDIA SITE

LINK TO FACEBOOK 2 15 17 12%

LINK TO MYSPACE 2 15 17 12%

LINK TO YOUTUBE 2 15 17 12%

ONLINE EVENTS 2 15 17 12%

SPEECH TEXTS 2 15 17 12%

COMPARISON 1 16 17 6%

LINK TO CIVIC/ADVOCACY 1 16 17 6% 
GROUP SITE

MEMBER BLOG/S 1 16 17 6%

ONLINE POLLS 1 16 17 6%

LINK TO PARTY SITE  17 17 0%

LINK TO PRESS SITE  17 17 0%

ONLINE FORUM  17 17 0% 
!OTHER THAN BLOG"
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RELEVANT WEBSITES:

Detailed evaluation spreadsheet: http://spreadsheets.google.

ONLINE CAMPAIGNS MOVING FORWARD

Clearly the Internet is a prevalent component of the modern day political 
campaign. What has also become clear is that campaigns have widely-varying 
degrees in how they are utilizing digital media. Some go all out, using every 
social media tool, while others stick to a simple website to convey basic 
information. And although money is a factor in the sophistication of an online 
presence, so too is the conscious dedication of a campaign to truly embrace the 
Internet’s vast offerings.

Progressive Majority’s Nielsen says it’s inevitable the Internet will become 
a bigger factor in campaigns; the technology is better, the tools are better, 
and more people are turning to online sources for information. He claims 
that politics is proving to be a recession-proof business, and uses the race 
for governor to make his point: campaign spending for Washington state’s 
top office has jumped from $2.4 million in 1996 to almost $13 million in 2008 
(interview, November, 2008).

Still, Nielsen concedes the disparity in the quality of campaign websites.  
“The bigger the office, and more money involved, the more digital tools you 
need, and are expected to have.” He also thinks that campaign consultant  
fee structure is partly to blame for the lackluster sites in lower-level races.  
“The money is in television and mailing, where consultants take a cut. The 
Internet isn’t a cash-cow yet, and many campaign sites suffer as a result.” 
Nielsen says that as online monetization models continue to emerge, greater 
resources will be poured into better sites with more bells and whistles. He  
also sees online ad spending by campaigns becoming a larger part of coming 
election cycles. 

Grossman, the political consultant, says that campaigns absolutely must 
continue to keep up with technology. “There is no one place were people get 
their information anymore.” All media, he says, are fighting over a shrinking 
piece of the pie, so the more ways to reach an audience, the better. Grossman 
insists that dynamic campaign sites, with updated content and social media 
tools, are the way to go. “It’s about a two-way dialogue. There’s a major 
difference between a static website and a truly dynamic web presence.”
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Looking ahead, Grossman says “demographics are the destiny.” As the 
population shifts continue, the greater the number of voters who are 
comfortable using the Internet, and that will be reflected in campaign 
approaches. Television will always have an audience, he says, but it’s “not 
the 800 pound gorilla anymore… probably just a 400 pound one and getting 
smaller.” Grossman sees the integration of television and the Internet, already 
underway but in it’s early adopter stage, as the next big thing that will shake up 
campaigns. “That’s the next big step for interactivity, and will at once combine 
the two biggest media sources.”

Meanwhile, now that he’s won his race for the state legislature, State 
Representative Scott White is considering how he’s going to utilize online tools 
as an elected official. He says he will definitely use the state issued website that 
elected officials are provided, and he knows that his office will be inundated 
with e-mail. But he also wants to find creative ways to engage and communicate 
with his constituents. He plans on blogging about his work in Olympia and the 
issues on which he’s involved. Going further, though, White sees the Internet 
as a forum that can help him in his job. “I want to post information about issues 
and bills, and encourage comments that will give me better insight on matters the 
public cares about,” he says. “The Internet can help make me a better legislator.”
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